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the fundy designer interface is very intuitive and users will be able to build albums with ease. the
program includes a host of features that give it a unique advantage over its competitors. album

creator lets users easily design their own albums. fundys design tools are totally drag-and-drop, so
users can drag-and-drop photos into their albums. when saving, the program will automatically fit all

the images to the specified page size, then crop any extra images. fundy presets are preset page
layouts that you can use to quickly design your own albums. for instance, you can create an album

based on the simple album preset, which includes a four-page, center-aligned, double-column
format. you can also create an album based on the standard album preset, which includes a four-
page, double-column format with a center-aligned, double-image gallery. fundys most powerful

feature is the massive array of tools, templates, and layouts you can create with its wide variety of
templates. album creator lets users easily design their own albums. fundys design tools are totally
drag-and-drop, so users can drag-and-drop photos into their albums. when saving, the program will
automatically fit all the images to the specified page size, then crop any extra images. in terms of

flexibility, fundy designer 2 includes an endless array of layout templates, including shapes, borders,
frames, images, and a variety of types of pages. you can choose from a variety of page borders,

including boxed, drop, and chip borders. you can also choose a border style. fundys layout templates
include double-column, single-column, and two-page templates. you can choose from a variety of

page styles, including striped, shaded, and dotted styles. you can also choose a pattern.
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there are three main ways
to add images to fundys
albums: drag and drop,

copy, and browse. drag-and-
drop is the quickest and

easiest way to add images.
simply drag and drop

images from the program
library or the web into the
respective albums. fundys
quick designer picker is a

great way to add images to
your pages. if you choose,
you can also assign certain
images from your albums
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as a main image for the
specific page, or even have
multiple main images for a
given page. fundys media

manager has recently been
updated. previously, the

program had to be installed
on each machine running
fundy in order to view or
edit any of the photos on
those machines. this is no
longer the case. another

issue with the fundys
software is that there is no

way to add more than 3
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gallery pages to an album.
this is a shame because

that limit means that
albums cant be viewed in

one window without
opening and closing the

album in a new window. it
just goes to show you that

theres a market for an
album builder that doesnt

require a touch of
photoshop. all of the above
issues are further detailed
in our review of the fundy
designer v6 crack windows
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10. the custom export
option allows you to export

images in the original
format that they were

imported, making it easier
to edit files from within

other software (e.g., picasa,
lightroom). fundys image

browser is also cleaner than
that of its main

competitors. but if youre
looking for only the barest

essentials, v6 is a great
place to start. fundys quick
design picker is an album
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builder that does
everything an average user
could possibly want. its a

quick, stylish, and efficient
first pass that leaves ample
room for customization and

personal touches.
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